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Background
Complex diseases such as cancer, neurodegenerative
disorders, diabetes mellitus, and cardiovascular
disease are associated with altered interactions
between thou-sands of genes. Although variants in
many genetic and environmental factors have been
associated with complex diseases, the inter-
relationship among the genetic variations of these
diseases remains largely unknown. Recently a matrix
of significant comorbidity relationships between
complex disorder and Mendelian disease pairs that
gave insights to disease risk was constructed (Blair et
al., 2013). Here, we construct an association matrix
based on relative genetic variations among a set of
five common diseases – type 2 diabetes, kidney
disease, asthma, colon cancer, thyroid cancer – and six
rare complex diseases – multiple sclerosis, Huntington
disease, Gaucher disease, adrenoleukodystrophy,
Williams syndrome, and Hutchinson-Gilford progeria
syndrome.

Methods
We collected gene expression microarray data from
the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO,
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) database and other
sources where available. For quality control we used
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) (Abdi &
Williams, 2010) to determine sample quality, and
selected samples with PCA scores not less than 0.75.
Twenty two datasets involving 11 complex diseases
were selected: type 2 diabetes (T2D, 2 datasets
selected), kidney disease (KD, 4), asthma (Asthma, 3),
colon cancer (CA, 1), thyroid cancer (Thyroid, 5),
Gaucher disease (GD, 2), adrenoleukodystrophy
(ALD, 1), multiple sclerosis (MS, 1), Huntington
disease (HD, 1), Williams syndrome (WS, 1), and
Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS, 1)
(Table 1). We used Gene Set Enrichment Analysis
(GSEA, http://www.broad.mit.edu/gsea/)
(Subramanian et al., 2005) to compute the enrichment
scores (ESs) and corresponding p-values of the 8426
molecular signatures (MS) in the Molecular
Signatures Database (MSigDB v5.0) that have 10 to
200 genes against the 22 disease datasets to generate a
8426 by 22 matrix of ES (and p-) values. Subsets of
this matrix were used to cluster the 22 datasets to
obtain two-way MS versus disease clusters. Geneset
representing an MS cluster was obtained by collecting
the leading-edge genes (LEGs) of the MSs within a
cluster against all the disease datasets and selecting
those genes among the LEGs having the highest 5%
frequency of occurrence. The MS cluster geneset
(MSCG) is then given a Gene Ontology (GO) analysis
to identify significantly (over or under) represented
GO terms.

Results
In our preliminary results we found 590 of the 8426
molecular signatures were significant, where a
significant molecular signature (SMS) is one having a
nominal p-value <0.05 (for normalized ES) for at least
6 of 22 disease datasets. These 590 SMSs were used
to two-way hierarchically cluster the 22 disease
datasets. The disease datasets formed two large
clusters, one including T2D, GD, MS, WS, KD, and
HGPS, and a second including Thyroid, CA, Asthma,
ALD, and HD (Figure 1). The 590 SMSs formed three
larges clusters: C1 (cluster 1) with 83 SMSs; C2, 364;
and C3, 143. The MSCG for each cluster was
computed. Here we report only the GO analysis of the
SMS clusters. The MSCG of C1 contains 160 genes.
Significantly (up or down) expressed GO terms
include metabolic process, catabolic process, and
mitochondrion. Mitochondrial dysfunction has been
reported as a cause for T2D (Lowell & Shulman,
2005), and mitochondrial DNA content in T2D
patients has been reported to be down-regulated
(Hsieh et al., 2011). The MSCG of C2 has 441 genes,
and significantly expressed GO terms include cell
cycle and protein complex. It has been report that that
β-cell mass is decreased in type 2 diabetes and that the
mechanism underlying this is increased β-cell
apoptosis (Butler et al., 2003). The MSCG of C3 has
305 genes, and significantly expressed GO terms
include expression of develop-mental process,
extracellular matrix, and response to stimulus.
Abnormal extracellular matrix affects cancer
progression by directly promoting cellular
transformation and metastasis (Lu, Weaver, & Werb,
2012) (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. Gene-set correlation matrix (GSCM) was
produced using 590 significantly enriched/depleted gene-sets
(nominal p< 0.05 by GSEA algorithm) with normalized
enrichment scores (NES).

Figure 2. The figure shows the hierarchical clustering of 22
complex datasets, and report only the GO analysis of the
SMS clusters in our studying.

Table and Figures
Table 1. Twenty two microarray datasets for complex diseases.

Conclusion
New functional genomic inter-disease relations revealed
by this study may lead to new understanding of inter-
relation among common and complex diseases, disease
risks, diagnosis, and prevention.


